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SUMMARY
The firench severe accident code development program is following two parallel
approaches: the first one is dealing with "integral codes" which are designed for giving
immediate engineer answers, the second one is following a more mechanistic way in
order to have the capability of detailed analysis of experiments, in order to get a better
understanding of the scaling problem and reach a better confidence in plant
calculations, fn the first approach a complete system has been developed and is being
used for practical cases: this is the ESCADRE system. In the second approach, a set
of codes dealing first with primary circuit is being developed: a mechanistic core
degradation code, ICARE, has been issued and is being coupled with the advanced
thermalhvdraulic code CATHARE. Fission product codes have been also coupled to
CATHARE. The "integral" ESCADRE system and the mechanistic ICARE and
associated codes are described. Their main characteristics are reviewed and the status
of their development and assessment given. Future studies are finally discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past years, both risk studies and TMI2 accident analysis have confirmed that
severe accident prediction on Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) was a major significant safety
issue. Such prediction for NPP is a considerable task. In a similar way than in the other
accident areas, the first attempts have been concentrated on experimental simulations.
More or less global and analytical experiments have been run which gave:

-for the most analytical ones, information on basic physical mechanisms
-for the most global ones, information on which qualitative phenomena can occur in
a plant and how these phenomena are interacting each other.

Deriving the NPP behaviour from such experimental information requires clearly the
use of analytical tools. These tools play then a key role as linking experimental programs
and plant evaluations. The development of these tools is the next step of all research
program.

French severe accident code development has followed this research plan and like
many research plans in the field it has been realized on the basis of a two levels approach:

-the first level consists in an integral code system named ESCADRE which
characteristic is to give an immediate engineer answer to questions raised by safety
studies. This is a complete system where afl phenomena occurring during the accident
in any place of the plant are predicted or at least evaluated when actual physical
knowledge is not sufficient. The objectives of such a system are:

.the assessment of the radioactive releases for validating emergency plans

.the analysis of the efficiency of procedures and corrective actions

.risk surveys for PRA program
-the second level consists of mechanistic codes which till now have been focused on
primary circuit behaviour (ICARE and associated codes). For these codes, the main
characteristic is to reach a physical description sufficiently detailed for having a better



physical understanding and by this way a better scaling capability from experiments
to N'PP. The aim is then to improve the level 1 codes for which some engineering
models are giving only partial answer to the basic and critical question of scaling,
leading to evaluations which are difficult either to assess or to narrow. The objectives
of such codes are then:

.to provide physically based modelling of all important phenomenological events
occurring in a plant during a severe accident,
.to allow therefore, first the design and then the detailed physical analysis of
separate effect experiments and system experiments (such as PHEBUS FP),
.to provide assessed calculation tools for plant prediction and in consequence
to provide the mean for scaling up from small scale experiments to scale l'plant.

This paper will describe, for each of these two systems, their main characteristics, the
status of their development and assessment, and the studies planned in the future.

2.ESCADRE SYSTEM

2.1. Overall system structure

ESCADRE system (1)(2) consists in several individual computer codes, describing
specific physical phenomena in separate parts of the plant and sometimes during specific
periods of the transient.

ESCADRE links these various codes to
provide an analytical tool under the form of a
semi-integrated assembly of modules. The
coupling of the codes which is a sequential
coupling, is generally obtained through data files
processing. The complete set of codes and then-
sequence are given on Figure 1.

For the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) the
beginning of the accident sequence up to the
beginning of the core uncovery is predicted by the
thermalhydraulic code CATHARE. The
following pan of the transient is treated for the
RCS by the VULCAIN code up to the attack of
the core support platerit includes prediction of the
thermalhydraulic, of the core degradation and of
the Fission Product release. The initial F.P. core
inventory is given by the PEPIN/INVCO modules
and iafter the release from the core, the transport
in the RCS is predicted by the SOPHIE code (for
the vapors) and the AEROSOLS/CIRCUIT (for
the aerosols). Fig 1: ESCADRE general flowchart

For the containment, the thermalhydraulic behaviour is predicted by the JERICHO
code, the core concrete interaction by the WECHSL code , the aerosols and iodine
behaviour by the AEROSOLS/B2 and IODE codes respectively.
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2.2 Main codes characteristics

2.2.1. VULCAIN

VULCAIN (3)(4) is used as the thermalhydraulic driver for the primary circuit pan
of ESCADRE. It performs the calculation of the thermalhydraulic for the whole circuit
(fluid dynamics and thermal behaviour of fluid and structures). The core degradation is



also calculated including the thermal, mechanical and chemical aspects and the resulting
material relocation. The fission products release from the fuel is finally deduced from the
temperature history of the rods.

Primary circuit modelling
In standard, VULCAIN represents the RCS by two loops (broken loop and gathered

unbroken loops). Each loop is represented by 7 or 8 volumes which distribution is depending
of the transient. In the vessel an upper volume and a downcomer volume are connecting
the two loops. The core is modelled in cylindrical geometry with a 2D noding."The
pressuriser relief iine is represented up to the relief tank by lOcontrol volumes. The cooling
system have been recently added to the code capabilities.

Thermalhydraulic models
The main characteristics of the thermalhydraulic modelling are:
-In the core, the calculation starts when a "water level" appears. The initial conditions
are given bv the CATHARE code.

-The swell'water level is determined by WILSON or CUNNINGHAM-YEH
correlation.

-Above the swell level and before the core collapse, an axial multichannel steam
hydrogen thermalhydraulics is considered. The 2D effects are taken into account by
cross-flows between channels (2D npding) assuming the instantaneous redistribution
of the flow rates in order to reach isobariciry in any horizontal core cross sections.
The changes in hydraulic areas due to the thermal and mechanical deformations are
calculated and introduced in the cross flows calculation.

-In the loops, only steam hydrogen flows are considered. Steam condensation in the
steam generators is calculated with direct reinjection of the condensed water into the
downcomer or into the core.

-The system pressure which is assumed uniform is calculated by means of an overall
mass balance in the primary circuit.

Thermal models
The thermal behaviour of the rods and of the internal structures is calculated as follows:
-For the fuel rods, 3 layers are considered i.e. UO2, gap, zircaloy cladding. Energy
balance equations are solved for UO2 and cladding layers (one node per layer). In
the gap, convective and radiative heat flux are calculated by classical model's when
the gap is open. A contact resistance is used when the gap is closed.

•The control rods are modelled by an average material (absorber, stainless steel and
zircaloy) for which a thermal balance equation is written.

-For the internal structures, each component in the lower part of the vessel and in the
upper pan of the vessel is represented by one node with one average temperature.
The thermal balance equation is solved using this average temperature and a
conyective heat transfer to the fluid. For the upper part components, an additional
radiative heat flux from structure to structure is taken into account.

-In the core region (core barrel, thermal shield, vessel walls), a thermal conduction
calculation is performed for each component.

•a tumped parameter approach is used when melting and material relocation occur.
-The conyective heat transfer to gas mixtures is calculated using classical heat transfer
correlation^ turbulent, laminar, forced and natural convection regimes).

-For the radiative heat transfer, smoothing functions based on the temperature profiles
are used for the transfers from ring to ring in the core lattice. Radiative exchanges
are calculated between the external ring, the core barrel, the vessel walls and between
the upper pan of the core and the upper plenum.

-Radiative flux to steam flow is taken into account in the energy balance.
-For the heat generation, the decrease of the average level of decay residual power is
calculated by the code. The axial and radial profiles are given as input. When zircaloy
cladding is oxidized by steam, the corresponding heat generation is added.



Core degradation
-The zircaloy cladding oxidation by steam is calculated by models which can be selected
by the user (Cathcart, Baker-just, Urbanic-Heidrick).

-The mechanical behaviour of the cladding (thermal expansion, tensile deformation
creep) is calculated using models derived from EDGAR experiments. The control
rods mechanical rupture is based on empirical criterion deduced from UKAEA
studies.

-The loss of geometry model is based on simple criteria for material melting Cmeltin<*
temperature), relocation (refreezing temperature) and slumping (decladir.o of the
rod). These criteria are applied in every node for each material (UO% Zr, ZrO?,...)
separately. Core blockage due to meltdown, crust refreezing in the lower pans ofthe
core are then evaluated.

Fission product
The fission product release rates versus temperature are evaluated bv semi-empirical

laws derived from CORSOR and assessed on HEVA program (5).

2.2.2 SOPHIE/AEROSOLS

The behaviour of fission products after their release from the core is calculated bv
SOPHIE and AEROSOLS codes.

SOPHIE is dealing with F.P. as vapors when the carrying gas is at temperatures higher
than vapor/aerosol transition temperature. It describes the vapor transport in the circuit
and the deposition on the structures. AEROSOLS codes are describing the transport and
the deposition of aerosols either in the circuit (AEROSOLS-CIRCUIT) or in the
containment( AEROSOLS/B2).

For both of these codes, the thermalhydraulic conditions are given by input files Thev
are calculated for the RCS by VULCAIN, for the containment by JERICHO.

The nodalization for these codes is based on control volumes which must be compatible
(not necessarily identical) with the nodalization of the thermalhydraulic codes. Regarding
F.P., each control volume can transfer with two structures (SOPHIE) or one structure
(AEROSOLS).

SOPHIE
A scheme of the phenomena modelled by SOPHIE (6) is given on Figure 2. The

concentration of a vapor species in a control volume is obtained by the balance of the mass
flux with adjacent control volumes (expressed as proportional to the flowrates) and the
fluxes with different layers related to the structure. These fluxes are the following:

-evaporation/condensation in the boundary
layer: the diffusion ofthe vapor is calculated
by using the analogy theory between mass
and heat transfer; this flux is then
proportional to the concentration difference
between the bulk of the flow and the
boundary layer. The condensation and the
evaporation fluxes are taken proportional to
the difference between actual vapor
concentration and saturation concentration
corresponding to the wall temperature.

-adsorption/desorption in the first layer
(deposit 1): the adsorption is taken
proportional to the concentration in the
boundary layer, the deposition proportional
to the concentration in the first layer. Figure 2:Flowchart of phenomena

described by SOPHIE
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-the exchanges with a second layer (deposit 2) where chemical interaction ca.. occur
with the structure material. The fluxes are proportional co the concentration of the
layer from which they are issued.

The formulation of SOPHIE code is the same for all the chemical species, the code
has then to be run as many times as the number of species which are of interest. For each
species a set of adsorption coefficients (reference adsorption velocity, activation energy)
are being derived from CEA experimental data.

AEROSOLS
The AEROSOLS codes are calculating the distribution of sizes in discrete classes (up

to 100) of a two components population ot aerosols in the different control volumes (7).

For a given class of size x, the evolution of concentration is obtained by a balance
between:

-the sources of aerosols of size x in the control volume,
-the net contribution to class x by agglomeration,
-the net flux of size x aerosols by transfers with neighbouring control volumes or by
leakages,

-the deposition of size x aerosols,
-the net contribution to class x by aerosols growth due to condensation.

The agglomeration model is based on the collisions physics. The physical phenomena
which are acting are differential sedimentation, brownian and turbulent agitation.

For the deposition, the phenomena which are taken into account are sedimentation,
thermophoresis, turbulent diffusion, brownian diffusion, centrifugal impaction,
diffusiophoresis.

The aerosols growth related to condensation is described by the MASON equation.

The differences between AEROSOLS-CIRCUIT and AEROSOLS/B2 consist mainly
in the choices of the mechanisms which are considered to occur in each cases (i.e. RCS or
containment).

2.2.3. JERICHO

JERICHO (8) is the thermalhydraulic code for the containment. In the ESCADRE
design, it is considered as the central part of the system. Its inputs are mass and energy
flow coming from the primary circuit (VULCAIN) and from corium concrete interaction
(WECHSL). Its outputs are the containment thermalhydraulic conditions for aerosols and
iodine calculations (AEROSOLS/B2 and IODE codes).

Containment modelling
JERICHO uses a multicompartment description of the containment (up to 20

volumes). 3 types of structures are distinguished: internal structures inside a compartment,
structures separating two compartments, external structures.

Thermalhydraulic models
In each volume a bipunctual representation is used with a liquid subvolume (sump

water) and a gaseous subvolume (containment atmosphere). The gas phase is constituted
of up to 6 components which are steam and 5 noncondensibles (N2,O2,H2,CO,CO2).
•Pressure is assumed uniform inside a volume.
-Thermodynamic nonequilibrium between the liquid phase and the gaseous phase is
resulting from the mass and energy transfers between the sump and atmosphere: in the
case of atmosphere humidity greater than 1, bulk condensation is calculated by a simple



relaxation model; in the case of superheated liquid, same type of model is used for bulk
vaporisation. In case of humidity tower than 1, the evaporation from the sump at the
interface is calculated by wo models depending wether water is subcooled or superheated.

-Rows between comparimencs and leak flows are calculated by Barre de Saint Venant or
Bernoulli relations.

-Iniet flows (mass and energy) are given by tables for water and noncondensibles. Models
of partition of the incoming water between the liquid and the gaseous phase of the
JERICHO volume can be chosen between 5 options.

-Combustion of H2 and CO can be described by different optionnal models: continuous
combustion, deflagration, virtual deflagration (i.e. without energy contribution nf

combustion).
ot

Thermal models
-ID conduction model is used for structure.
-Heat transfer between the atmosphere and the structures is calculated:
.either using convection heat transfer,
.or using a film condensation model with 4 classical options: TAGAMI-UCHIDA.
UCHIDA, CHILTON-COLBURN, COLLIER. Condensed steam is injected
instantaneously in the liquid phase at a temperature equal to the wall temperature.

-Transfer with the sump water uses convection correlation.
-For the heat generation, the residual power law is imposed.

Injection, aspersion
JERICHO has a detailed description of safety systems including: recirculation of sump
water (injection in primary circuit), direct spray system, spray with recirculated water.
In these last two cases, the condensation on droplets is modeled.

2.2.4 WECHSL-CALTHER

WECHSL (9) is describing the corium concrete interaction and namely: concrete
ablation by corium, corium chemical behavior, heat transfer between
corium/concrete/atmosphere/water in the cavity.

CALTHER (10) is dealing especially with the
heat transfer calculation above the corium
including concrete decomposition. The
initialization of the codes is triggered after the
lower head failure. WECHSL provides the energy
source and the gas emission for JERICHO. It
determines the thermodynamic parameters which
are needed for F.P. release from the corium. A
oicture of the main phenomena described in
WECHSL is given on Figure 3.

Concrete model
The concrete ablation is driven by the fusion

temperature. Concrete temperatures are
obtained by ID calculations axiaily and radially.
The gases are released immediatly when the
concrete reaches the fusion temperature.

Corium model
The corium is assumed to be constituted of

:wo distinct layers: one oxide layer at the top, one Figure 3: Modelling scheme of
metallic laver'at the bottom.

:werr» .Tars..

Figure 3: Modelling scheme
WECHSL
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The gases which are released from the concrete are inducing corium swelling; the
swell level is calculated by a mechanistic model. This level determines the part of the side
wall v/here radial ablation can occur.

Crust formation is calculated when the interface temperature becomes lower to the
solidus temperature. The crust is assumed not to inhibit the gas release but introduces an
additional thermal resistance.

The chemical reactions which are described are oxidation of Zr, Cr. and Fe by FbO
and CCK The energy provided by these reactions are entering as sources in the thermal
calculation.

Cavity model
Above the corium the cavity is modelled by CALTHER. The concrete walls ablation

is calculated using a ID representation. The modelling of the gas release from the concrete
is based on 3 mechanisms depending on the temperature level:

.free water release (saturation temperature)

.water release from hydroxide decomposition

.CO2 release from carbonate decomposition

Thermal model
The thermal modelling is very important in WECHSL-CALTHER as it determines

most of the ablation phenomena.

Heat transfer between corium and concrete is based on the boundary layer theory:
on horizontal pans (see Ggure 3) stable Sim, transition and nucleate boiling correlations
are used; film stability is determined by the BERENSON criteria. For vertical parts only
stable film regime is used. Heat transfer between the two corium layers is purely empirical.
Between the corium and the atmosphere, only radiative heat transfer is taken into account
in WECHSL. A special radiative model has been developed in CALTHER with transfer
from the corium to the structures and heat absorption by the gases. Between corium and
water in the cavity, heat transfer is calculated using usual film boiling, transition, nucleate
boiling and natural convection correlations.

For heat generation, the contribution of residual power and the heat generated by
corium chemical reaction are taken into account.

2.2.5 IODE

IOOE (11) is calculating the physico-chemical behavior of all iodine compounds in
the containment and namely the chemical reactions and the numerous mass transfers
(sources, leaks, transfers between sump/atmosphere, sump/structure and
atmosphere/structure). Thermodynamics parameters are taken from JERICHO. Iodine
sources are coming from the primary circuit on two forms: molecular iodine as vapor and
Csl (I~) as aerosols. The aerosols are assumed to go immediately in the sump.

Containment modelling for iodine
The containment for iodine calculation is represented by only one compartment

divided into two subvoiumes: the sump (liquid subvolume), the atmosphere (gas
subvolume).

Iodine chemistry
8 species are considered in the atmosphere: I2, CH3I, HOI, I*, lOy, Agl. R, CH3R.

llspecies are considered in the liquid solution: b , CH3I, HOI, I*, 103", Agl, R, CH3R,
Ag, CH3,13" (R is an organic radical to be defined b"y the user). Chemical reactions between
the different above compounds are summarized on Table 1. Activation energies and
kinetics constants are determined from literature and from specific french experiments.
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Table 1 Chemical reactions modeled in IODE

Iodine physics
For mass transfer between the sump and the atmosphere, diffusion is modeled by

using the heat/mass transfer analogy theory. Partition coefficients for fo and CH3I are
taken from experimental values. For transfer from the atmosphere, two phenomena are
modelled: the deposit related to condensation on structures (each species flux is
proportional to the species concentration and to the condensation rate) and the adsorption
on structures (3 constant adsorption velocities can be given in the input data).

2.3 Assessment and application

A significant effort has been done for validating ESCADRE with a special concern
for the containment modules. For example the following tests have been used:

-HEVA06 :Fission Product release under realistic hydrogen conditions (VULCAIN)
(12)

-EMIS :Aerosois behavior (AEROSOLS/B1) (13)
-MARVIKEN V:Aerosois behavic (test2b) (AEROSOLS/B1) (14)
-CCE-LA4 :Code comparison exercise for aerosols behavior (AEROSOLS/B2) (15)
-SURC4 :ISP on conum concrete interaction (WECHSL) (16)
-DEMONA B3 :Containment thermalhydraulic behavior (JERICHO) (17)
-BATTELLEF2:Multicompartment thermalhydraulic behavior (JERICHO) (18)

Besides this assesment a large analysis has been initiated on a validation matrix for
ESCADRE (19). Starting from a review of the phenomenology and of the available
experiments, a list has been tentatively selected in order to cover most of the phenomena
and in order that the assessment of codes against such list should be as complete as possible.

ESCADRE is the actual working tool for French Safety Analysis. In this context several
applications on NPP have been performed and among them AB sequence (18),AF
sequence and V sequence.

2.4 Future work

Development of new modui ,s is now concerning mainly the improvement of the lower
head description (CALEBU code) for the late phase of the transient inside the primary
circuit. It will include core support plate degradation and vessel failure.

Concerning the system itself, an important effort is being undertaken to improve the
links between codes. 'Till now the sequential coupling is obtained through manual data
files processing. The development which is underway, consists in the automatization of the
process using a data base (SIGAL structure) allowing either calculations by individual
modules or complete calculation using all modules in a single run. The coupling which will
be obtained, will remain sequential as it was designed in the first basic principles of the
svstem. However this coupling will improve greatly user's convenience and friendliness.
For achieving this task, some rewriting of modules' have been necessary. It has been the
opportunity to make specific checks on the numerics of the code as for example mass
conservation or enerzv conservation. Substantial improvements have then been obtained.

Concerning the containment, the JERICHO, AEROSOLS and IODE codes are being
implemented in the European Source Term Evaluation and Research code (ESTER).



Most effort has now to be done on code assessment: the validation matrix (16) has to
be finalized and applied in a systematic way in order to determine the exact code capabilities
for reactor applications.

3 ICARE AND ASSOCIATED CODES

3.1 Overall system structure

The objective of the second level of the two level approach is to have a complete
capability of analyzing experiments and of making transposition to NPP. To reach this
goal, an analysis of the phenomena to be predicted has been conducted and has allowed
to determine the degree of physical detail needed for the mechanistic codes to be
developed. For the primary circuit which will be only examined here, it appears that
phenomena can be classified in large classes, described by specific codes, such as
therrnalhydraulic, core degradation, F.P. release and transport, chemistry. It appears also
that significant interactions were existing between these classes. Therefore, a structure was
necessary to handle the transient interactive coupling of the different codes during a
calculation: this is achieved by the SIGAL structure which by a dynamic and structured
data management allows such a flexible interactive code coupling. The review of the
phenomena shows that for thermalhydraulic the CATHARE code was the necessary basis.
For core degradation, ICARE code was developed and as starting basis for F.P., the code
TRAPMELT was used to derive an optimized and improved code called TRAPF.
CATHARE/ICARE/TRAPF constitutes then a complete mechanistic tool designed to
predict the NPP primary circuit behavior during a severe accident as well as for analyzing
simulation experiments.

32. Main codes characteristics

32.1.ICARE 2

ICARE 2 (20) is modelling the progression of core damage including: core heat up
with chemical reactions, loss of geometry by melting and embrittlement, relocation of
materials, fission product release.

Core modelling
An axial grid is used for space meshing. This grid is applied to fluid and structures .

In the radial direction, the meshes are composed of several different structures (presently
cylindrical structures) and fluid meshes corresponding to independent monodimensionnal
channels (without crossflows). The structures meshes can be composed of different
materials or materials mixtures (alloys, eutectics). By this noding capabilities, ICARE2 is
able to represent Iaree NPP core as well as specific core designs such as the ones of small
scale experiments (P~BF, CORA, PHEBUS).

Fluid dynamics
The thermalhydraulic model of ICARE2 is derived from the ID two-phase flow model

of tiis CATHAREl code. The liquid phase has been removed but new capabilities have
been added for a better severe accident prediction:

-non condensible gas has been introduced in the gas phase (generally hydrogen but
possibly helium or argon). It is assumed that steam and non-condensible gas have
same temperature and same velocity. Diffusion of noncondensible gas in steam is
taken into account specially for hydrogen.

-The geometry changes due to flowdown and relocation of molten materials are
considered (flow areas and heat transfer areas).

•In a blocked mesh by refrozen materials fluid equations are still solved but with
minimum values given in the input data for fluid volume and for cross section areas.



-Radial effects of fluid flows on temperatures gradient are approximated, in this no
cross-flow approach, by the redistribution of inlet flowrates in the independent
parallel channels according to flow blockages occurence.

Thermal model
The energy conservation is written in a lumped form for each structure mesh. The

phase changes and the corresponding latent heat are taken into account. The numerical
solution has been carefully chosen to correctly describe coupled phenomena (degree of
implicitness) and nonlinea'rities (iterations).

Heat generation is corning from several sources:
-nuclear power for which axial and radial profiles, as well as power history are input
data given. The power generated per mass unit at an axial level is then used during
the transient to generate the nuclear power in a structure mesh in function of its mass
of UO2.

-electrical power generation for electrical experiments calculation (parallel heated
rods made of several conductive structures in series)

-the energy released by oxidation reactions (see below) and which are linked to the
mass of zirconia formed or to the mass of stainless steel reacted within the structure
mesh.

-an automated power control model which gives the power history necessary to follow
some prescribed temperature evolution (helpful for defining' or analyzing some
experiments)

Heat transfers
For conduction a thermal resistance is calculated for each face of the structures

meshes. This resistance is a function of the geometry as well as of the average thermal
conductivity in the direction associated with the face. This latter value depends on the
thermal conductivity of the materials in the mesh and on their geometrical arrangement
(stratified or mixed).

For convecrive heat, the transfer between wall and fluid is expressed with the general
usual correlations (Nusselt formulation with laminar .turbulent and free convection
regimes).

For radiative heat transfer, a two dimensionnal model has been developed based on
the Hottel's method (21) (22) and taking into account the non isotropic aspects of the
reflected flux linked with convex geometry of fuel rods and shrouds (23). Each enclosure
(numerical cell) corresponds to an axial region composed of several structures and fluid
meshes. The fluid is considered as an homogeneous, non scattering, emitting and absorbing
medium. The transmissivity of the gas between walls is expressed in each spectral absorbing
band (5 for steam) using the statistical model of Goody-Mayer (21). Structure surfaces are
supposed to be gray, diffuse emitters,absorbers and reflectors. Only a fraction of the
reflected flux by a surface is considered as isotropic and the remaining fraction is sent back
to the emitting surface independently of the view factor. Geometric mean beam lengths
are estimated with an analytical formula (23) while view factors are computed using the
Hottei's crossed string method (21). Precalculated view factors can be entered (for example
for known experiments). Automatic calculation is possible for any bundle by entering in
the data deck a simple description of the relative positions of the rods.The energetic balance
of radiative power in the enclosure gives the total interchange areas between structures
and fluid. These quantities are reacrualized at given times during the transient and are
used in the energy balance equation of the structure meshes.



Materials relocation models
The materials movements can take place either radially in an axial level ("decanting"

mode!) or axially from an axial level to one below ("candling" model). Only a mixture
(molten or dislocated material) can flow downwards and only if it is not any more enclosed
by compact materials.

In the decanting model, the radial movement is done with an infinite velocity and
allows the calculation of the falldown of a mixture containing solid debris or A.I.C.
interaction with guide rubes.

The candling model is applied, in a time step, after the decanting model. It assumes
a constant candling velocity. The mass transport of mixtures, when occurence criteria are
reached, is calculated towards the level below. Possible mass freezing can occur and is
deduced from the energy equation where phase change is taken into account. Possible flow
limitations of the mixture are predicted by checking the total available volume (structure
-i- fluid). The mass and chemical composition of the structures are changed when candling
and decanting occur. The associated changes of conductive heat transfer and of enthalpy
are taken into account in the energy equation.

Chemical reactions (oxidation)
Oxidation is the result of the interaction of two phenomena: the oxygen mass flux

which can be provided by the fluid, the oxygen diffusion within the metallurgical layer. In
unlimited steam conditions, oxidation of the metal requires a certain amount of oxygen.
If the oxygen mass flux provided by the fluid is higher, the reaction can occur without
limitation. In the opposite case the reaction must be limited to the oxygen amount available
(starvation and blanketing effects).

For zircaloy, in case of unlimited steam conditions the diffusion process of oxygen
which corresponds to oxidation is represented by parabolic laws giving zirconia layer growth
and total oxygen mass consumption. Cathcart, Urbanic and Prater correlations (24) (25)
(26) are available in the code. Assuming that zirconia is stoechiometric, the oxygen
consumed in the alpha-Zr(O) layer is obtained by difference between the total mass of
oxygen and the oxygen used for zirconia layer growth. The growth of alpha-zircaloy layer
can then be derived. In case of limited steam conditions (due to fluid limitations), it is
assumed that available oxygen supplies preferentially the alpha-Zircaloy layer for its
growth.

For stainless steel, similar modelling is used. Spinel (FeC^Cty), wustite (Feo.9470)
chromic oxide (C17O3) and nickel oxide (NiO) are produceH perfectly mixed during
oxidation. The oxiaanon of wustite in magnetite (Fe-jO^) can take place when all the
stainless steel is oxidised in a mesh. Oxygen mass uptake is given by parabolic laws which
are specific for different kinds of stainless steel.

Chemical reactions (interactions)
Interaction between UO2 and solid Zircaloy can occur if the contact is good enough

(for example in case of high pressure transient) and if the temperature is sufficiently hiah
(greater than 1473°K). The UO2 reacts with the beta zircaloy to form an eutectic'U-Zr
located between two layers of alpha zircaloy. The reduction of the fuel by zircaloy is
assumed to stop when the prior beta zircaloy is consumed. The growth cf the'3 layers are
calculated with parabolic correlations developed by Hofmann (27).

UO2 and ZrO2 dissolution by molten Zircaloy are treated simultaneously in the code.
For zirconia dissolution, the process is assumed to be diffusion controlled and is modeled
by parabolic laws (Hofmann studies (28)). For UO2 dissolution, three different physical
approaches are available in the code. The first two (28) (29) are time dependent,diffusion
controlled for Hofmann or convection controlled for Kim and Olander in case of vertical



fuel surface. For Hotmarm model, a parabolic correlation is used after a short incubation
during which mass fraction of CO- reaches 0.358 in the L'-Zr-O mixture. For Kim and
Olander. a transport equation is giving the UO2 concentration in the UO2-Zr mixture. In
the last model. UO2 equilibrium concentration is assumed to be reached instantaneously.
The solubility limit curve in function of temperature is taken from the pseudo-binary
diagram from Politis (30) or given as input data.

Mechanical model
No stress nor ballooning calculations are presently incorporated in the code. A simple

loss of integrity model has been introduced with three possible physical states for a material
(compact, cracked, dislocated) and with users defined criteria for changes of state. "No
change" option can be chosen and the material will stay as initially until it melts. On the
reverse, criteria can be defined using physical parameters such as temperature, layer
thickness, temperature gradient with time or space, or any combination ot parameters.

3.2.2. TRAPF

TRAPF (31) describes the transport of fission products in the primary circuit after
their release from the core. The release itself is calculated by ICARE2 either using
CORSOR-M model which have been incorporated to ICARE or using EMIS model which
is being validated on HEVA.

TRAPF has been derived from the TRAPMELTcode. The improvements which have
been added are:

-improved numerics.
-improved couplability to thermalhydraulic codes by introduction in the SIGAL
structure. These two last points have required a complete rewriting of the code.

-improved physics by the addition of new physical models: diffusiophoresis, bend
impaction.

3.23. CATHARE

CATHARE (32) (33) is one of the major advanced thermalhydraulic code. Use of
this code in severe accident situation has been chosen for its very well adaptated
capabilities:

-the level of its two phase flow model is necessary for describing several situations in
the primary circuit such as steam generator behavior (condensation, leak, actions
related to' accident management), plug formation and expulsion, biowdown,
emergency injection...which are usual situations in severe accident scenario.

-The fluid model includes besides steam, two non condensible gases which leads to
the capability of handling situations with large contents of hydrogen or even fission
product vapor.

-Due to its model flexibility, it can describe the whole sequence and avoid the use of
a different code for the beginning of the accident.

-Its flexibility of topology enables any calculation: NPP or small scale experiment.
•It benefits of a very large, extensive and continuous assessment program.
-It benefits of a continuing development program which enables addition of new
capabilities. Some of these future capabilities will be of great interest for severe
accident prediction such as the increase of the number of distinct noncondensibles
(up to 4) and such as the complete 3D two phase flow model.

3 J Assessment and Application

Most efforts have been focused till now on ICARE2 validation as CATHARE and
TRAPF (or TRAPMELT) have their own independent assessment program. ICARE2
assessment is composed of qualification on separate effect tests. Validation of models for
chemical reactions between materials are entering for example this category. ICARE2



validation is composed also ot verification on more global experiments. The tests used for
this validation have been chosen for their specifities which enable the verification of some
sensitive models: tests with different bundle geometry to check the radiation model; tests
with special conditions of core degradation (full steam starvation, with control rod or
without....V, tests at different scales to check the model of melting and relocation. The
following validation program has then been conducted:

-PHEBL'S SFD C3:analysis of interaction between UO2 and solid Zr
-PBF ST :analysis of oxidation of Zr by steam at high flowjates
-CORA5 :ana'lysis of PWR absorber rod in severe condition (34)
-PBF SFD 1.4 :similar to CORAS but in pile and different geometry
-TM12 ""hole core degradation on NPP with crucible formation (35)

An example of results obtained on TMI2 is given on Figure 4 (crucible formation)
which illustrates the ICARE capabilities.

The preceding list of developmental assesment, has to be completed with the
verification of the code on all PHEBUS SFD tests which is performed during the tests
interpretation, and especially by the participation to ISP28 (36).

Application of ICARE2 has been done on a french PWR (analysis of full steam starved
conditions) but remains limited because of the limited coupling with CATHARE code.
On the reverse a full coupling of TRAPF and CATHARE has been realized which allows
full applications for example for PHEBUS FP tests preparation.

Figure 4: TMI2 Core state at 174 mn as calculated by ICARE2

3.4. Future work

The version 2. of ICARE2 was released at the beginning of 1991. For this version the
efforts have been focused on documentation and verification with implementation of new
modules.

Additional models to ICARE have to be developed especially for the late_degradation
phase (debris bed, melting pool, fuel coolant interaction, vessel r
are being analysed.

rupture), these models

The" next, actually ongoing step consists in developing a full coupling with the
CATHARE2 code: ICARE2 will be an optionnal core module of CATHARE. By this
coupling, it will be possible to take into account two phase flow situations in the core, to



cope with multidimensional configurations in the reactor vessel (with the next version of
CATHARE) and to compute Simultaneously the core degradation and the
thermalhydraulic behavior ot the whole circuit (primary and secondary if needed). As
C A T H A R E is already coupled with TRAPF a complete 'set of codes
CATHARE/ICARE/TRAPF will allow a complete calculation of the primary circuit.

ICARE2 code is being implemented in the European Source Term Evaluation and
Research code (ESTER).

4. CONCLUSION'

Code development program in France is following a two level approach. In the first
level, the ESCADRE system is providing a complete and useful tool for safety analysis.
All transient phases are described: core degradation and corresponding thermalhydraulic
primary circuit behavior with VULCAIN code, fission products transport in the circuit
with SOPHIE (vapor) and AEROSOLS/CIRCUIT codes, containment with JERICHO
code, aerosols in containment with AEROSOLS/B2, iodine with IODE and finally corium
concrete interaction with WECHSL code. This complete set of codes is able to give
predictions of severe accident transients on NPP's which can be used for safety studies but
which can also help in experiments definition by providing reference plant calculations.
The ongoing work on ESCADRE will give a better user's convenience by allowing an
automatic sequential coupling if desired together with a stand-alone calculation capability.

In the second level, most efforts have been focused till now on the primary circuit
pan. A mechanistic code for the core degradation is being developed: ICARE. Interesting
results have been already obtained in the verification which show the capabilities of the
code in improving together with experimental programs the physical understanding of what
occur in the reactor vessel. This improvement will be largely increased when the interactive
transient coupling with the thermalhydraulic code C\THARE2 will be performed: this
will enlarge the best estimate evaluation to the whole primary circuit and will add new
indispensible capabilities such as 3 0 calculations (reactor vessel) and full two phase flow
calculations (accident procedures, core quenching,...). The coupling of fission product code
with CATHARE2 will finally provide a complete best estimate code for the primary circuit
as it can be defined from the phenomenological analysis of severe accidents.

It comes out that more development is needed for both code levels, on the late phase
ot the transient inside the reactor vessel, i.e. on lower head failure. Complete and extensive
plans of code assessment are also required for both kind of codes. In this direction, a study
has been starred in order to establish a validation matrix which can be applied generally
to severe accident codes. PHEBUS programs (SFD and FP) will give a significant
contribution to this matrix.

Finally, all the ongoing code development program is performed in close connection
the European community program: experience gained in the informatic structure

SIG AL has been transmitted in the elaboration of the RSYGAL structure of ESTER code;
codes from ESCADRE svstem are implemented in ESTER; they are JERICHO,
AEROSOLS and IODE; iCARE2 code is also being implemented in ESTER. This
cooperation will certainly insure reaching the final objective of better physically based
analytical tools for NPP s'evere accident prediction.
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